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Following the shutdown of the CONSORT reactor, the “Approach to Critical”experiment which allowed stu-
dents to observe and understand the procedure for taking the reactor to critical, balancing the system at low
power and increasing the power over a range of powers levels and eventual reactor shutdown, would no
longer be possible. It was therefore important to develop a simulation model of the experiment that would
enable future students to have comparable training.

An “Approach to Critical’’Experiment Simulation model for the CONSORT Reactor was developed using Lab-
VIEW software to simulate the “Students”experiment version. Lab-VIEW software was chosen due to its good
user graphical user interface, offers ready to start functions and also the possibility of improving on the system
with new algorithms. The modulation process was used to develop mathematical codes from equations using
Lab-VIEW 2012 based on the CONSORT historical experimental data and known literature.

The Simulation models the kinetics of a sub-critical reactor with a start-up neutron source, such that con-
trol rods are used to increase the power, then achieve power balance and finally shutting down the reactor.
Reactivity changes due to temperature effects were neglected.

The model was validated by testing the code through performing the three parts of the experiment; Approach
to Critical, Doubling time method and Rod drop method, and results compared to the historical experimental
data.

The results were in agreement with historical data. However the negligible variations were obtained in the
Rod drop method due to the reactivity values used to generate the code.
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